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ANNOUNCING

ALGAE OF THE WESTERN GREAT LAKES AREA

By GERALD W. PRESCOTT
Professor of Botany, Michigan College

This long needed volume is a treatment of all the algae (exclusive of diatoms and desmids) known from Michigan and Wisconsin. In it are keyed, described and figured about 1,100 species and the book will thus be of use over a geographic area far greater than the title would suggest. It will be a standard reference for years to come.

Two of the many useful features of the book are an illustrated glossary and a 49-page bibliography, perhaps the most extensive ever published.

940 pages, over 1,000 illustrations
$10.50
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Long a Ward Tradition . . .
COMPLETE SERVICE TO ENTOMOLOGY

Scientists and laymen alike consistently rely on Ward's for the finest available teaching collections and the best of specimen material. Ward's equipment for entomologists has long set the standard for up-to-dateness and dependability.

Write today for
Ward's illustrated catalog #495G
(“Biological Equipment”)

WARD’S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT, INC.
P.O. Box 24, Beechwood Station, Rochester, N.Y.
“WHAT’S NEW?”

Are you receiving your copy of our bulletin on new items for the laboratory?

A card giving your name and title will insure your receiving it.

THE KAUFFMAN-LATTIMER CO.

OUR 95th YEAR

WHEN you compare the cost of printing, do you compare the cheap to the cheap, the good to the good, the finest to the finest?

If not, you are falling into an error all too common in a day when even the “hard-headed businessman” seems to have forgotten that you get what you pay for.

Quality for quality, from the cheapest to the finest, your Printing Dollar can buy no greater value than Monotype Printed by Letterpress.

THE SPAHR & GLENN CO.

Monotype Composition Exclusively

FIFTY EAST BROAD STREET, COLUMBUS 15, OHIO
A Helpful COURSE OUTLINE Accompanies
This New Agricultural Text

FORAGE AND PASTURE CROPS
A Handbook of Information About the Grasses and Legumes
Grown For Forage in The United States WITH a Course Outline
by W. A. WHEELER

The advantages of using this comprehensive work as a college text are many. From the viewpoint of the teacher, whether he plans a course of study on forage crops for New York, Oregon, Kansas, Minnesota, Florida, Texas or any other of the 48 States, he can find what he wants organized very nearly in the form he wants it. With the help of the suggestions given herewith he can, with little effort, outline a course of study with only 20 lessons or with 60 or more lessons especially adapted to his locality, or to a large region, or to the whole United States.

From the viewpoint of the student, while he takes the course of study laid out for him he is becoming familiar with a comprehensive reference text on forage crops, encyclopedic in character and scope of subject matter, from which he can obtain the basic information he needs on all crops for all soils and all climates.

863 pp.—6 x 9—Illustrated—Cloth—WITH Course Outline
College Edition—$6.00

Just Published!

ELEMENTS OF WORLD GEOGRAPHY
by J. RILEY STAATS and GEORGE ELBERON HARDING

A new text, designed to include the fundamental, basic knowledge required by schools with but one course in geography at college level—as well as to provide the basic understanding of geography which is requisite for further studies in economic geography, physiography, geology and regional courses. Prepared as a beginning course, it will be useful primarily for freshman and sophomore classes. Laboratory work is advised. Course is planned for a minimum of 18 weeks, 3 hours of class work per week.

378 pp.—6 x 9—Well Illustrated—Cloth—$4.25

If You Teach or Direct These Courses,
AN EXAMINATION COPY IS AVAILABLE FOR YOU.

D. VAN NOSTRAND COMPANY, INC.
PUBLISHERS SINCE 1848
250 FOURTH AVENUE  NEW YORK 3, NEW YORK